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LINKED ARCHIVES

METADATA / MENTIONS

SCHEMAS
This panel will load the form for assigning, adding, deleting or modifying existing metadata that are associated with the item selected in the right-hand panel. You can also assign mentions, with keywords drawn from the following schemes:

- ACL
- BF
- BIBO
- CC
- CERL
- CREDENTIAl
- DC
- DCT
- DISCO
- EVENT
- FOAF
- GEO
- GN
- IANA
- MAGS
- MARC
- MDC
- ONYX
- ORG
- OWL
- PRISM
- PRIVACY
- PRO
- RDA
- RDAAC
- RDAE
- RDAI
- RDAM
- RDAA
- RDAM
- RDAP
- RDF
- RDFS
- REG
- REGSTAT
- REPS
- TIME
- VCARD

PROJECT TEAM

COLLECTIONS / DATES

Please click on a manuscript title below to display items in the selected collection.

- W & T / A2877
  - A Ledgers, A3 Journals
    - Auckland War Memorial Museum, New Zealand, Whitcoulls Archive 1
    - MSS 99/95/77
    - 1921-1927

- W & T / A3C77
  - A Ledgers, A3 Journals
    - Auckland War Memorial Museum, New Zealand, Whitcoulls Archive 1
    - MSS 99/95/77

- W & T / A2N71
  - A Ledgers, A6 Minutes
    - Auckland War Memorial Museum, New Zealand, Whitcoulls Archive 1
    - MSS 99/95/111
    - 1936-1941

- W & T / A2N72
  - A Ledgers, A6 Minutes
    - Auckland War Memorial Museum, New Zealand, Whitcoulls Archive 1
    - MSS 99/95/112
    - 1929-1952

- W & T / A2N73
  - A Ledgers, A6 Minutes
    - Auckland War Memorial Museum, New Zealand, Whitcoulls Archive 1
    - MSS 99/95/113
    - 1948-1959

- W & T / A2N75
  - A Ledgers, A6 Minutes
    - Auckland War Memorial Museum, New Zealand, Whitcoulls Archive 1
    - MSS 99/95/115
    - 1967-1972
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THE PROCLAMATION BOARD
THE PROCLAMATION BOARD – DETAIL
Wednesday 5th July
at Camp north of Santanwar river, East from the fort and 27 miles from Nitobe.

Tuesday 6th July
at Munic Shangairo, 300 yards from the river, - houses strong, long with hammers.
Thank you. . .
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